AGENDA
Stakeholder Committee Meeting
Butte Regional HCP/NCCP
Wednesday, November 7, 2007
11:00am- 3:00pm
BCAG Conference Room

Agenda:
1. Introductions
2. Planning Agreement Approval Schedule (Chris)
3. Revised Species Habitat Models (ATTACHMENT A) (Letty)
4. Impact Assessment Approach (HANDOUTS #1 & 2) (Paul)
5. Vernal Pool Mapping Update and Scheduling Map Review
(Letty/Chris)
6. Existing Protected Lands Map (Paul)
7. Planning Area Boundary (Paul)
8. Meeting Notes from October 3, 2007 (ATTACHMENT B) (Letty)
9. Action Items and Next Meetings (Chris)
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ATTACHMENT A

DRAFT
Bald Eagle Habitat Model
Nesting Habitat: Bald eagle nesting habitat includes cottonwood-willow riparian forest,
valley oak riparian forest, mixed oak woodland, and interior live oak woodland within 1
mile of the Sacramento and Feather Rivers, Big Chico and Butte Creeks, and Lake
Oroville.
Assumptions: Bald eagles require relatively tall and robust trees for nesting which are
located near (usually within 1 mile) to a source of aquatic foraging habitat (e.g., large
river or stream, lake, reservoir) (Lehman 1979). Therefore, it is assumed that potential
nesting habitat for bald eagles in the planning area is restricted to large and protected
trees within riparian forest and other woodland habitats within 1 mile of the Sacramento
and Feather Rivers, Big Chico and Butte Creeks, and Lake Oroville. While the
Thermalito Forebay/Afterbay and seasonal wetland and rice land cover types represent
potential foraging habitat for bald eagles, there are no suitable nest trees associated with
these areas other than those along the Sacramento and Feather Rivers, Big Chico and
Butte Creeks, and Lake Oroville. Nesting habitat along Big Chico Creek and Butte
Creek, however, is considered less optimal nesting habitat than other areas in the model
because habitat along these creeks is in close proximity to developed areas.
Based on available data of recorded nest site occurrences, four bald eagle nests within the
planning area are shown. Three are along the Feather River, two of which are in
cottonwood-willow riparian forest near the southern end of the planning area, and one of
which is in mixed oak woodland just below the Oroville Dam. Another nest is
approximately 150 meters from Lake Oroville in mixed oak woodland.
Foraging Habitat: Foraging habitat for bald eagles includes open water (Thermalito
Forebay and Afterbay), open water associated with cottonwood-willow riparian forest
and valley oak riparian forest along the Sacramento and Feather Rivers, managed
wetland, grasslands with vernal pools, and flooded rice.
Assumptions: The bald eagle diet consists primarily of fish and waterfowl. During the
breeding season (February through August), eagles that nest along the Feather River
likely hunt primarily for fish along the Feather River and in the Thermalito Forebay and
Afterbay. However, given that bald eagles initiate breeding relatively early (February),
wintering or migratory waterfowl populations may still be present and some use of
managed wetlands and flooded rice fields may occur. During the winter non-breeding
season, eagles likely expand their hunting efforts into managed wetlands and flooded rice
fields when waterfowl populations are at their peak. Vernal pool habitats may also be
used during periods of inundation (November through April) when they attract
waterfowl. Winter occurrences of bald eagles are not included on the map for this model.
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DRAFT
Figure A.1: Bald Eagle
Habitat Model
This map presents outcomes of a draft habitat model that is
described in the Covered Species Accounts of the HCP/NCCP.
The purpose of the model is to identify areas within the planning
area where the species occurs or could occur based on known
habitat equirements. Please note occurrence data recorded here is
based on available data and not representative of all occurrences.
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DRAFT
Foothill Yellow-Legged Frog Habitat Model
Breeding Habitat: Breeding habitat for the foothill yellow-legged frog includes the
following land cover types and conditions that are present above 300 feet mean sea
level:
 Perennial and intermittent streams; and
 All HCP/NCCP land cover types except urban and disturbed ground within 130
feet of perennial and intermittent streams.
Assumptions: Foothill yellow-legged frogs reside in or near clear, cool rocky
streams in a variety of habitats. They favor shallow, flowing water in small to
moderate-sized streams with at least some cobble-sized substrate (Hayes and Jennings
1988). However, they can occur in a range of waterways from small intermittent
creeks to large river systems (Stebbins 1985). Breeding sites are typically shallow,
low velocity areas close to shore (Lind et al. 1996).
The diel and seasonal movement ecology and behavior of adults are largely
unknown, though they are thought to occupy small home ranges (Hayes and Jennings
1988). Significant seasonal movements from breeding areas have not been reported in
the literature. A recent unpublished radio telemetry study found that frogs rarely
ventured more than 12 meters (39 feet), and were found at a maximum distance of 40
meters (131 feet), from the wetted stream channel,(Bourque pers. comm.). Maslin
(pers. comm.) has found foothill yellow-legged frogs ranging as much as
approximately one half mile from streams during non-breeding periods (Maslin pers.
comm. 2007b).
Foothill yellow-legged frogs are infrequent or absent in habitats where introduced
aquatic predators (i.e., various fishes and bullfrogs) are present (Hayes and Jennings
1988, Kupferberg 1994). These introduced species inhabit many lower elevation,
lower flow reaches of waterways in the planning area, though bullfrogs can expand
their range upstream in lower precipitation years (Maslin, pers. comm. 2007a).
Habitat for the foothill yellow-legged frog is assumed to only be present above
300 feet in elevation because at lower elevations channels are primarily located on the
valley floor where channels would likely lack cobble substrates, water temperatures
would be warmer, and non-native predators would likely be more abundant. In
addition, this elevational limit approximates the range of the frog in Butte County
identified by DFG (California Habitat Relationships System 1995).
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Figure A.37: Foothill Yellow-Legged
Frog Habitat Model
This map presents outcomes of a draft habitat model that
is described in the Covered Species Accounts of the HCP/NCCP.
The purpose of the model is to identify areas within the planning
area where the species occurs or could occur based on known
habitat requirements. Please note occurrence data recorded here
is based on available data and not representative of all occurrences.
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DRAFT
White-tailed Kite Habitat Model
Nesting Habitat: Nesting habitat for the white-tailed kite includes the following:
 cottonwood-willow riparian forest and valley oak riparian forest located
adjacent to the Sacramento and Feather Rivers;
 cottonwood-willow riparian forest and valley oak riparian forest not associated
with the Sacramento and Feather Rivers and willow scrub land cover types that
are adjacent to patches of grassland with and without vernal pools, irrigated
cropland, irrigated pasture, rice and managed wetlands that are at least 27
acres;
 undeveloped/undisturbed land cover types that fall within the Cherokee Canal
(the area between the two levees);
 blue oak woodland, mixed oak woodland, and interior live oak woodland land
cover types in the planning area within 100 feet of adjacent patches of
grassland (with and without vernal pools), irrigated cropland, rice, and
irrigated pasture land cover types that are at least 27 acres; and
 blue oak savanna with a minimum patch size of 27 acres or patches that are
adjacent to grassland (with and without vernal pools), irrigated cropland,
irrigated pasture, rice, and managed wetlands that are at least 27 acres.

Assumptions: White-tailed kites nest in a variety of woodland habitat types.
Primary nesting habitat on the valley floor includes all riparian forest and scrub
habitats regardless of width or density. On the valley floor, kites also nest in
isolated trees along irrigation canals, wind breaks and other tree rows, roadside
trees, and in trees around rural residences (Erichsen 1995). With the exception of
habitat along the Cherokee Canal, these potential nesting sites are not captured in
the habitat model if their spatial extent is smaller than the minimum HCP/NCCP land
cover type mapping unit. Consequently, this model may not encompass every
possible nesting site. The extent of nesting habitat that is not captured by the model
is considered to be relatively small compared to the extent of nesting habitat that is
captured by the model.
Kites also nest at higher foothill elevations and can be found throughout the
eastern portion of the planning area where available foraging habitat exists. Kites
will nest in a variety of woodland habitats at higher elevations, but are restricted
to areas that support sufficient open grassland or pastureland foraging habitat. In
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these areas, kites nest along the edges of woodlands (assumed to be within 100feet) at the woodland-grassland interface and avoid the interior. A minimum
patch size to represent suitable foraging habitat associated with higher elevation
woodland nesting habitat is not available. As a surrogate for establishing this
threshold, the average kite territory size of 27 acres in northern California is used
(Dunk 1995).
Year-Round Foraging Habitat: White-tailed kite foraging habitat includes
grassland without vernal pools, grassland with vernal pools, managed wetland,
irrigated cropland, irrigated pasture, and rice land cover types.
Assumptions: During the non-breeding season, kites are not confined to the
limits of breeding territories and can be found throughout the planning area where
they will forage in the land cover types listed above.
Breeding Season Foraging Habitat: White-tailed kite breeding season foraging
habitat includes grassland without vernal pools, grassland with vernal pools,
managed wetland, irrigated cropland, irrigated pasture, and rice land cover types
located within one half mile of nesting habitat.
Assumptions: During the breeding season, kites forage on the same land cover
types as they do year-round, but generally restrict their foraging territories to an
approximately 1 square mile area around the nest (Warner and Rudd 1975). To
date, very few white-tailed kite nest sites have been reported for Butte County and
no nest site occurrences are shown on the map.
References
Dunk, J. R. 1995. White-tailed kite (Elanus leucurus). In The Birds of North America,
No. 178 (A. Poole and F. Gill, eds.). The Academy of Natural Sciences,
Philadelphia, and The American Ornithologists’ Union, Washington, D.C.
Erichsen, A. L. 1995. The White-tailed kite (Elanus leucurus): nesting success and
seasonal habitat selection in an agricultural landscape. Thesis. University of
California at Davis, Davis, California.
Warner, J. S., and R. L. Rudd. 1975. Hunting by the white-tailed kite (Elanus leucurus).
Condor 77:226-230.
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DRAFT
Figure A.20: White-Tailed Kite
Habitat Model
This map presents outcomes of a draft habitat model that is
described in the Covered Species Accounts of the HCP/NCCP.
The purpose of the model is to identify areas within the planning
area where the species occurs or could occur based on known
habitat requirements. Please note occurrence data recorded here
is based on available data and not representative of all occurrences.
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Butte Regional HCP/NCCP Impact Assessment Outline
[[Note to Reviewers: This document provides an outline of the impacts chapter of the Butte
Regional HCP/NCCP. Sections 4.1 through 4.2.3 include completed draft text for the
introduction and approach to conducting the impact assessment. The remaining sections are
annotated to identify their content that is to come. Initially (early spring 2008), the impact
assessment will be conducted for the covered activities. An assessment of the impacts of
implementing conservation measures will be added to this Chapter following development of the
Conservation Strategy chapter (early summer 2008).]]

CHAPTER 4.
ASSESSMENT OF IMPACTS
AND LEVEL OF TAKE
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4.1

INTRODUCTION
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The Butte Regional HCP/NCCP impact assessment describes the impacts of implementing the
covered activities described in Chapter 2, “Covered Activities,” and implementing the Butte
Regional HCP/NCCP conservation measures described in Chapter 5, “Conservation Strategy,” on
covered natural communities and covered species. The likely effects of covered activities and
conservation measures over the duration of the permit are assessed for each covered natural
community and species. The analysis of the impacts reflects changes relative to the existing
conditions described in Chapter 3, “Ecological Baseline”.
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The assessment of impacts on each covered natural community identifies the potential extent of
the community that could be removed as a result of implementing covered activities as well as
impacts on associated vegetation, wildlife, and ecosystem functions. The assessment of impacts
on each covered species identifies the estimated level of incidental take (take) and, if applicable,
potential affects on designated critical habitat. The quantification of effects on habitat is limited
by the information available for each species. Where information on a covered species’ occupied
habitat is not available, the estimated impact is the degradation or loss of areas assumed to
provide habitat for the species based on the species habitat models presented in Appendix A,
“Covered Species Accounts”.
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4.2
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The approach to the impact assessment relies on application of the best available information
regarding implementation of the covered activities, the distribution and extent of covered natural
communities and covered species and their habitats, and the ecological requirements and
behaviors of covered species. Impacts are assessed based on an evaluation of the likely responses
of covered natural communities and species to impact mechanisms associated with implementing
covered activities and conservation measures.
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4.2.1

IMPACT ASSESSMENT APPROACH

Impact Mechanisms
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Impact mechanisms are defined as actions or results of actions that are undertaken to implement a
covered activity or conservation measure that result in adverse effects on covered natural
communities and covered species. The impacts of covered activities and conservation measures
are determined based on the likely response of covered natural communities and species to impact
mechanisms using the best available information. Impact mechanisms associated with the
covered activities and conservation measures are listed in Table 4-1.

4.2.2

Assessment of Impacts on Covered Natural Communities

Potential impacts on covered natural communities are assessed quantitatively and qualitatively.
The extent of each natural community that could be removed by covered activities for which
development footprints are defined was determined using the Butte Regional HCP/NCCP GIS
database by overlaying the distribution and extent of each natural community with the boundaries
of Urban Permit Areas. For covered activities and conservation measures that could result in
removal of natural communities, but for which the location of a specific construction footprint is
not defined, the potential for removal of each natural community is estimated based on a
weighted average of the natural communities and their constituent land cover types that are
present within the general location that the covered activity (e.g., utility corridor, channel
maintenance) or conservation measure (e.g., habitat restoration) could be implemented.
Activities that could degrade ecosystem functions of natural communities are assessed
qualitatively based on the best available information and understanding of how natural
communities can be affected by the impact mechanisms associated with specific covered
activities and conservation measures.
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4.2.3
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4.2.3.1 Impacts on Covered Species Habitats

Assessment of Impacts on Covered Species

The magnitude and extent of impacts on species-specific habitat is quantitatively assessed for XX
of the covered species as indicated in Table 4-2 using the species habitat models described in
Appendix A, “Covered Species Accounts”. For the remaining XX covered species, impacts on
habitat are qualitatively described based on the known distribution and habitat requirements of
the species (see Table 4-2). Direct impacts on individuals of covered species are assessed
qualitatively based on the likely effects of impact mechanisms on individuals using the best
available information regarding response behaviors.

Use of Species Habitat Models
Habitat models developed for the species indicated in Table 4-2 have been reviewed and adopted
by the Butte Regional HCP/NCCP Stakeholder Committee and DFG, USFWS, and NMFS
representatives as appropriate tools for conducting this impact assessment. The models are based
on various combinations of parameters of vegetation, soils, water features, geology, and
topography used circumscribe habitat for each of the species and species-specific requirements
and behaviors (e.g., maximum typical distance between patches of nesting and foraging habitats

2
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that a species will travel) that can be spatially modeled using available and specifically developed
GIS databases.
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4.2.3.2 Impacts on Individuals
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4.2.3.3 Impacts on Designated Critical Habitat

The extent of each species’ habitat that could be removed by covered activities for which
development footprints are defined was determined by overlaying the distribution and extent of
each species’ modeled habitat with the footprints of the Urban Permit Areas. For covered
activities and conservation measures outside of Urban Permit Areas that could result in removal
of species’ habitat, but for which the location of a specific construction footprint is not defined,
the potential extent of habitat removal is estimated based on a weighted average of the species’
habitat that is present within the general location that the covered activity or conservation
measure could be implemented.
Use of Species Occurrence Data
For XX of the covered species indicated in Table 4-2, occurrence data is used to conduct the
impact assessment. These are species (1) with very narrowly defined habitats that cannot be
reasonably modeled with the available data or (2) that are believed to have been extirpated from
the planning area. This impact assessment assumes that covered activities and conservation
measures conducted within the known range of these species in the planning area would affect
these species. A summary description of the habitat requirements, known occurrences, and
assumed distribution of these species is described in Appendix A, “Covered Species Accounts”.

The assessment of direct impacts on individuals of covered species is based on the best available
information regarding the known sensitivities and susceptibilities of each of the covered species
to the impact mechanisms listed in Table 4-1. These impacts are the result of such impact
mechanisms as increased noise or human activity that could result in harassment of individuals or
mortality or injury of individuals resulting from such impact mechanisms as operation of
construction equipment.

Potential impacts on designated critical habitat in the planning area are assessed. This assessment
is included because section 7 of the ESA requires that USFWS and NMFS evaluate the impacts of
implementing the Butte Regional HCP/NCCP on ESA designated critical habitats. Critical
habitat has been designated within the planning area for the following species and is described in
Appendix A, “Covered Species Accounts”.






39
40
41

Sacramento River winter-run Chinook Salmon
Central Valley spring-run Chinook salmon
Central Valley steelhead
Vernal pool tadpole shrimp
Vernal pool fairy shrimp







Conservancy fairy shrimp
Hoover’s spurge
Butte County meadowfoam
Hairy Orcutt grass
Greene’s tuctoria

Methods used to conduct the assessment of impacts on designated critical habitats are the same as
described for covered natural communities (see Section 4.2.2, “Assessment of Impacts on
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Covered Natural Communities”). Sites supporting critical habitat are evaluated for affects that
covered activities could have on constituent elements of critical habitat.
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4.2.4

Key Assumptions

[[This section will describe important assumptions regarding implementation of covered
activities and conservation measures that, if changed, could change the outcome of the impact
assessment.]]
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4.3

IMPACTS ON COVERED NATURAL COMMUNITIES
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[[This section will introduce the assessment of impacts on covered natural communities and will
summarize the results of the assessment for all of the communities. Information will be
anticipated to be summarized in Tables 4-3 through 4-5 presented in Handout #2.]]
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4.3.1 Oak Woodland and Savanna
[[For each natural community, this section will describe the types and anticipated levels of
impact on general (i.e., not covered species) vegetation, fish, and wildlife associated with the
community and the ecosystem functions provided by the community.]]
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4.3.1.1 Vegetation
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4.3.1.2 Wildlife
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4.3.1.3 Ecosystem Functions
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4.3.2
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4.3.2.1 Vegetation
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4.3.2.2 Wildlife
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4.3.2.3 Ecosystem Functions

Grasslands
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4.3.3
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4.3.3.1 Vegetation
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4.3.3.2 Wildlife

31

4.3.3.3 Ecosystem Functions

Riparian
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4.3.4.1 Vegetation
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4.3.4.2 Wildlife
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4.3.4.3 Ecosystem Functions

Wetlands
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4.3.5
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4.3.5.1 Vegetation
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4.3.5.2 Wildlife

Aquatic
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4.3.5.3 Ecosystem Functions
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4.3.6

13

4.3.6.1 Vegetation
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4.3.6.2 Wildlife
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4.3.6.3 Ecosystem Functions

Agriculture
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4.4

IMPACTS ON COVERED SPECIES

18
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[[This section will introduce the assessment of impacts on covered species and will summarize the
results of the assessment for all of the communities. Information will be anticipated to be
summarized in Tables 4-6 through 4-8 presented in Handout #2.]]
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4.4.1 Tricolored Blackbird
[[For each species, this section will describe the types and anticipated levels of impact on
covered species. For applicable species, this section will also describe impacts on designated
critical habitat. The section will address direct removal of habitat and individuals, degradation of
habitat, impacts on movement/migration corridors, and direct impacts on individuals (e.g.
harassment)]]
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4.4.1.1 Impacts of Covered Activities
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4.4.1.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation
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4.4.2.1 Impacts of Covered Activities
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4.4.2.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation
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4.4.3
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4.4.3.1 Impacts of Covered Activities
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4.4.3.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation

Yellow-Breasted Chat

Bank Swallow
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4.4.4
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4.4.4.1 Impacts of Covered Activities
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4.4.4.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation
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4.4.5

15

4.4.5.1 Impacts of Covered Activities
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4.4.5.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation
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4.4.6
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4.4.6.1 Impacts of Covered Activities
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4.4.6.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation
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4.4.7
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4.4.7.1 Impacts of Covered Activities
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4.4.7.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation
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4.4.8

27

4.4.8.1 Impacts of Covered Activities

Western Burrowing Owl

Western Yellow-Billed Cuckoo

Greater Sandhill Crane

California Black Rail

American Peregrine Falcon
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4.4.8.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation
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4.4.9
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4.4.9.1 Impacts of Covered Activities
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4.4.9.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation
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4.4.10 White-Tailed Kite
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4.4.10.1 Impacts of Covered Activities
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Bald Eagle
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4.4.10.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation
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4.4.11 Swainson’s Hawk
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4.3.11.1 Impacts of Covered Activities
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4.4.11.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation
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4.4.12 Giant Garter Snake
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4.4.13 California Horned Lizard
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4.4.13.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation
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4.4.14 Northwestern Pond Turtle
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4.4.14.1 Impacts of Covered Activities
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4.4.14.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation
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4.4.15 Foothill Yellow-Legged Frog
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4.4.15.1 Impacts of Covered Activities
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4.4.15.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation
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4.4.16 California Red-Legged Frog
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4.4.20 Sacramento River Winter-Run Chinook Salmon

20

4.4.20.1 Impacts of Covered Activities

21

4.4.20.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation

22
23

4.4.20.3 Impacts on Critical Habitat

24

4.4.21

25

4.4.21.1 Impacts of Covered Activities

26

4.4.21.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation

27
28

4.4.21.3 Impacts on Critical Habitat

Handout #1

Centeral Valley Spring-Run Chinook Salmon

8

Butte Regional HCP/NCCP
Stakeholder Committee Handout
November 7, 2007

Handout #1

1

4.4.22 Central Valley Fall-/Late Fall-Run Chinook Salmon

2

4.4.22.1 Impacts of Covered Activities

3
4

4.4.22.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation

5

4.4.23 Centeral Valley Steelhead

6

4.4.23.1 Impacts of Covered Activities

7

4.4.23.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation

8
9

4.4.23.3 Impacts on Critical Habitat

10

4.4.24 Green Sturgeon

11

4.4.24.1 Impacts of Covered Activities

12
13
14

4.4.24.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation

15

4.4.25 River Lamprey

16

4.4.25.1 Impacts of Covered Activities

17

4.4.25.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation

18
19

4.4.26 Valley Elderberry Longhorn Beetle

20

4.4.26.1 Impacts of Covered Activities

21

4.4.26.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation

22
23

4.4.27 Vernal Pool Tadpole Shrimp

24

4.4.27.1 Impacts of Covered Activities

25

4.4.27.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation

26

4.4.27.3 Impacts on Critical Habitat

27
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1

4.4.28 Vernal Pool Fairy Shrimp

2

4.4.28.1 Impacts of Covered Activities

3

4.4.28.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation

4

4.4.28.3 Impacts on Critical Habitat

Handout #1

5
6

4.4.29 Conservancy Fairy Shrimp

7

4.4.29.1 Impacts of Covered Activities

8

4.4.29.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation

9

4.4.29.3 Impacts on Critical Habitat

10
11

4.4.30 Ferris’s Milkvetch

12

4.4.30.1 Impacts of Covered Activities

13

4.4.30.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation

14
15

4.4.31 Lesser Saltscale

16

4.4.31.1 Impacts of Covered Activities

17

4.4.31.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation

18
19

4.4.32 Hoover’s Spurge

20

4.4.32.1 Impacts of Covered Activities

21

4.4.32.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation

22

4.4.32.3 Impacts on Critical Habitat

23
24

4.4.33 Ahart’s Dwarf Rush

25

4.4.33.1 Impacts of Covered Activities

10
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1

Handout #1

4.4.33.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation

2
3

4.4.34 Butte County Meadowfoam

4

4.4.34.1 Impacts of Covered Activities

5

4.4.34.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation

6

4.4.34.3 Impacts on Critical Habitat

7
8

4.4.35 Hairy Orcutt Grass

9

4.4.35.1 Impacts of Covered Activities

10

4.4.35.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation

11

4.4.35.3 Impacts on Critical Habitat

12
13

4.4.36 Butte County Checkerbloom

14

4.4.36.1 Impacts of Covered Activities

15

4.4.36.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation

16
17

4.4.37 Veiny Monardella

18

4.4.37.1 Impacts of Covered Activities

19
20

4.4.37.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation

21

4.4.38 Butte County Golden Clover

22

4.4.38.1Impacts of Covered Activities

23

4.4.38.2Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation

24
25

4.4.39 Greene’s Tuctoria

26

4.4.39.1 Impacts of Covered Activities
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1

4.4.39.2 Impacts of HCP/NCCP Implementation

2

4.4.39.3 Impacts on Critical Habitat

Handout #1

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

4.5

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

[[This section will address the cumulative impacts of covered activities and the Butte Regional
HCP/NCCP conservation measures on covered species. Cumulative effects are defined under
ESA regulations as those effects of future state or private activities, not involving Federal
activities, that are reasonably certain to occur within the action area of the Federal action
subject to consultation (50 C.F.R. §402.02). This definition differs from the broader definition
used under NEPA and other environmental laws. Cumulative impact regulations apply only to
the section 7 analyses that will be conducted by USFWS and NMFS on the Butte Regional
HCP/NCCP. The HCP/NCCP will include this analysis to support the USFWS and NMFS
section 7 process. In this section, foreseeable non-Federal projects expected to occur in the
planning area will be identified and their probable impacts on covered species are assessed.
Examples of non-Federal activities that could be included in the assessment of cumulative
impacts include fish stocking, levee maintenance, fuel control programs, farming practices,
recreational uses, highway maintenance, and other non-federal activities that are not covered
under the Butte Regional HCP/NCCP.]]

20
21

4.6

INDIRECT EFFECTS OUTSIDE THE PLANNING AREA

22
23
24
25
26
27

[[ESA regulations define “indirect effects” as effects that are caused by a proposed action and
are later in time, but still are reasonably certain to occur. This definition applies only to the
section 7 analyses that will be conducted by USFWS and NMFS on the Butte Regional
HCP/NCCP. The HCP/NCCP will include this analysis to support the USFWS and NMFS

section 7 process. This section will address indirect affects on listed species outside of
the planning area that are the reasonably certain to be caused by the covered activities.]]
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Handout #2

Draft Table Outlines for Chapter 4, “Impact Assessment and Level of Take”,
of the Butte Regional HCP/NCCP
Table 4-1. Impact Mechanisms Associated with Implementation of Covered Activities and Conservation Measures
[[Note to Reviewers: For discussion purposes, only the first page of this table is included in this example. The full table will include Ongoing
Operations and Maintenance activities and the Butte Regional HCP/NCCP conservation measures. The impact mechanisms listed for tthe first
covered activity are not complete and are provided as representative examples of impact mechanisms to facilitate discussions of the Stakeholder
Committee.]]
Impact Mechanisms

Activity
Covered Activities
Permanent Development
P1. Residential, Commercial,
Public Facility, and Industrial
Construction

Covered Species

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Temporary noise and visual disturbances associated
with construction-related activities
Ongoing noise and visual disturbances associated with
increased human activity near constructed structures
Habitat removal within the footprint of constructed
structures
Disruption of covered species movement patterns
Direct injury or mortality of covered species
associated with construction-related activities
Direct injury or mortality of covered species
associated with increased human activity near
constructed structures (e.g., increased risk for vehicle
strikes)

NCCP Communities

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

Removal of natural communities within the footprint
of constructed structures
Altered hydrology associated with grading or other
modifications to runoff patterns
Increased risk for introduction of contaminants
associated with construction of and post-construction
use of structures (e.g., fuel spills)
Increased risk for spread of non-native plants
associated with construction-related disturbance of
soils
Erosion and sedimentation associated with
construction-related disturbance of soils
Increased risk for wildfire associated with increased
human activity near constructed structures

1

Table 4-2. Habitat Impact Assessment Tools used to Assess Impacts on Covered Species
[[Note to Reviewers: For discussion purposes, only the first page of this table and table notes
are included in this example.]]
Covered Species

Habitat Impact Assessment Tools
Species Habitat Model
Occurrence Data

Animals
Tricolored blackbird

X

Yellow-breasted chat

X
X

Bank swallow
Western burrowing owl

X

Western yellow-billed cuckoo

X

Greater sandhill crane

X
X

California black rail
American peregrine falcon

X

Bald eagle

X

White-tailed kite

X

Swainson’s hawk

X

Giant garter snake

X
X

California horned lizard
Northwestern pond turtle

X

Foothill yellow-legged frog

X
X

California red-legged frog
Western spadefoot

X
X

California tiger salamander
Sacramento splittail

X

Sacramento River winter run
Chinook salmon

X

Central Valley spring run
Chinook salmon

X

Central Valley fall/late-fall run
Chinook salmon

X

Central Valley steelhead

X

Green sturgeon

X

2

Table 4-3. Covered Natural Communities that Could be Affected by Covered Activities by Applicant and Butte Regional HCP/NCCP
Conservation Measures
Natural
Community

City of Chico

City of Oroville

Covered Activities
Cities of Biggs
and Gridley

Butte County
Within UPAs1
Outside of UPAs1

Conservation
Measures

Oak Woodland and
Savanna
Grassland
Riparian
Wetland
Aquatic
Agriculture

3

Table 4-4. Estimated Extent of NCCP Communities Removed by Covered Activities and Butte Regional HCP/NCCP Conservation
Measures
[[Note to Reviewers: For discussion purposes, only the first page of this table and table notes are included in this example.]]
Extent Removed (acres)
Natural
Communities and
Constituent Land
Cover Types

Current
Extent in
Planning
Area
(acres)

Total
Conservation
Measures

Covered Activities
City of
Chico

City of
Oroville

Cities
Biggs
and
Gridley

Butte County
Within
UPAs1

Percent
Change2

Total

Outside
of UPAs1

Oak Woodland and
Savanna
Blue oak savanna
Blue oak
woodland
Interior live oak
woodland
Mixed oak
woodland
Subtotal
Grassland
Grassland
without vernal
pools
Total
Notes:
1
2

UPA = Urban permit area
Percent change is the change in the extent of the natural community from the current extent of the community shown in the second column.
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Table 4-5. Estimated Extent of NCCP Communities Degraded by Covered Activities and Butte Regional HCP/NCCP Conservation
Measures
[[Note to Reviewers: For discussion purposes, only the first page of this table and table notes are included in this example.]]
Extent Degraded1 (acres)
Natural
Communities and
Constituent Land
Cover Types

Current
Extent in
Planning
Area
(acres)

Total
Conservation
Measures

Covered Activities
City of
Chico

City of
Oroville

Cities of
Biggs
and
Gridley

Butte County
Within
UPAs2

Percent
Change3

Total

Outside
of UPAs2

Oak Woodland and
Savanna
Blue oak savanna
Blue oak
woodland
Interior live oak
woodland
Mixed oak
woodland
Subtotal
Grassland
Total
Notes:
1

Defined as the area of each covered natural community in which the ecological functions supported by the community has been degraded from existing conditions
following implementation of a covered activity or conservation measure.
2
UPA = Urban permit area
3
Percent change is the change in the extent of the natural community from the current extent of the community shown in the second column.
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Table 4-6. Summary of Impacts on NCCP Communities Associated with Implementation of Covered Activities and Butte Regional
HCP/NCCP Conservation Measures
Natural Communities
Oak Woodland and
Savanna

Impacts
[[For each community, this section will list the types and extent of impacts described in the impact assessment text in Section 4.3
and Tables 4-4 and 4-5.]]

Grassland
Riparian
Wetland
Aquatic
Agriculture
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Table 4-7. Covered Species that Could be Affected by Covered Activities by Applicant and Butte Regional HCP/NCCP Conservation
Measures
[[Note to Reviewers: For discussion purposes, only the first page of this table and table notes are included in this example.]]
Covered Species

City of Chico

City of Oroville

Covered Activities
City of Biggs and
Gridley

Butte County
Within UPAs1

Outside of UPAs1

Conservation
Measures

Animals
Tricolored
blackbird
Yellow-breasted
chat
Bank swallow
Western
burrowing owl
Western yellowbilled cuckoo
Greater sandhill
crane
California black
rail
American
peregrine falcon
Bald eagle
White-tailed kite
Swainson’s hawk
Giant garter snake
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Table 4-8. Estimated Extent of Covered Species Habitats Removed by Covered Activities and Butte Regional HCP/NCCP Conservation
Measures
[[Note to Reviewers: For discussion purposes, only the first page of this table and table notes are included in this example.]]
Extent Removed (acres)

Covered Species

Current
Extent in
Planning
Area
(acres)

Total
Conservation
Measures

Covered Activities
City of
Chico

City of
Oroville

Cities of
Biggs
and
Gridley

Butte County
Within
UPAs1

Percent
Change2

Total

Outside
of UPAs1

Animals
Tricolored
blackbird
Yellow-breasted
chat
Bank swallow
Western
burrowing owl
Western yellowbilled cuckoo
Greater sandhill
crane
Total
Notes:
1
2

UPA = Urban permit area
Percent change is the change in the extent of the natural community from the current extent of the community shown in the second column.
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Table 4-9. Extent of Covered Species Habitats Degraded by Covered Activities and Butte Regional HCP/NCCP Conservation Measures
[[Note to Reviewers: For discussion purposes, only the first page of this table and table notes are included in this example.]]
Extent Degraded1 (acres)

Covered Species

Current
Extent in
Planning
Area
(acres)

Total
Conservation
Measures

Covered Activities
City of
Chico

City of
Oroville

Cities of
Biggs
and
Gridley

Butte County
Within
UPAs3

Percent
Change2

Total

Outside
of UPAs3

Animals
Tricolored
blackbird
Yellow-breasted
chat
Bank swallow
Western
burrowing owl
Western yellowbilled cuckoo
Greater sandhill
crane
Total
Notes:
1

Defined as the area of each covered natural community in which the ecological functions supported by the community has been degraded from existing conditions
following implementation of a covered activity or conservation measure.
2
UPA = Urban permit area
3
Percent change is the change in the extent of the natural community from the current extent of the community shown in the second column.
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4-10. Summary of Impacts on Covered Species and Estimated Level of Take Associated with Implementation of Covered Activities and
Butte Regional HCP/NCCP Conservation Measures
[[Note to Reviewers: For discussion purposes, only the first page of this table and table notes are included in this example.]]
Covered Species

Impacts and Estimated Level of Take

Animals
Tricolored blackbird

[[For each covered, this section will list the types and extent of impacts described in the impact assessment text in Section 4.4 and
Tables 4-8 and 4-9.]]

Yellow-breasted chat
Bank swallow
Western burrowing owl
Western yellow-billed
cuckoo
Greater sandhill crane
California black rail
American peregrine
falcon
Bald eagle
White-tailed kite
Swainson’s hawk
Giant garter snake
California horned lizard
Northwestern pond
turtle
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Meeting Summary

ATTACHMENT B

Butte Regional HCP/NCCP
Stakeholder Committee Meeting
October 3, 2007, 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
BCAG Conference Room

Stakeholder Committee Attendees
Richard Price (Butte County Ag. Commission)
Bill Haas (CNPS)
Ted Trimble (WCWD)
Suellen Rowlison (CNPS)
Laura Grossman (Sierra Club)

Phil Johnson (Altacal Audubon)
Colleen Aguiar (Butte County Farm Bureau)
Virginia Getz (Ducks Unlimited)
Justin Fredrickson (CA Farm Bureau)

Resource Agencies Attendees
Rick Kuyper (USFWS)
Jenny Marr (DFG)

Jennifer Hogan (DFG)

Steering Committee and Staff Attendees
Jane Dolan (BCAG/ Supervisor)
Jon Clark (BCAG)
Chris Devine (BCAG)

Paul Cylinder (SAIC)
Letty Brown (SAIC)
Jim Estep (SAIC)

Interested Public Attendees
None

Associated Documents/Handouts:
1. Agenda including Public Outreach Packet and Meeting Notes from October 3,
2007
2. Species Habitat Model Packet
3. Table with Status of Species Models
Action Items and Key Recommendations:
• The draft Planning Agreement will appear soon before the councils and the Board.
BCAG will alert Stakeholders to these dates and times.

• The first public workshops for the Butte Regional HCP/NCCP were held in Chico and
Oroville.
• Recommendations were made by the Committee of ways to further public engagement
including participation in the Snow Goose Festival in February, and an article in local
newspapers. BCAG/SAIC will follow-up with these suggestions.
• The Science Advisory Panel’s Guidelines Report has been posted to the website.
• The Chico Geographic Information Center (GIC) has completed the draft vernal pool
GIS coverage and it is now being reviewed by SAIC. This dataset will be integrated
into the land cover type database shortly.
• Upon completion of the vernal pool dataset, BCAG will host a mapping workshop.
This will serve as an opportunity for Stakeholder review of the new vernal pool GIS
coverage.
• Fourteen new and seven revised habitat suitability models were reviewed by the
Stakeholder Committee. These are posted on the website (buttehcp.com). The
Committee will review more models in upcoming Stakeholder meetings.
• The next Stakeholder meeting will be held November 7, 11am- 3pm, at BCAG.
Meeting Purpose:
• Planning Agreement Status
• Report on Public Workshops
• Science Advisory Panel Guidelines Report
• Update: Vernal Pool Mapping
• New Species Habitat Models
• Revised Species Habitat Models
• Meeting Notes from September 5, 2007
• Action Items and Next Meeting
Planning Agreement Status:
• Chris Devine discussed the status of the draft Planning Agreement. It has gone
through DFG’s required 21-day Notice of Public Availability, during which time
no comments were received.
• The document will likely go before the councils and the Board in October or
November. BCAG will alert Stakeholders to the dates and times that the Planning
Agreement will appear before the councils and Board.
Report on Public Workshops:
• Chris Devine reported on the Chico and the Oroville public workshops that
occurred in early to mid-September. He reviewed the purpose of conducting these
workshops as well as the format of the workshops which included an overview
presentation and kiosks for attendees to ask questions.
• At the workshops, attendees were asked to submit comment cards. A small
number of comments were received. One of the comments was to include the
Oroville Planning Commission in the HCP/NCCP process. Altacal Audubon
added feedback from their members, including the recommendation to make a
lengthier presentation at the next workshop. Additionally some of their members

•

posed the question of how the planning area boundary was chosen. A
recommendation was made to prepare a formal statement for release to the public
with a rationale for this decision. BCAG and SAIC will prepare a draft of this for
the next meeting.
The Committee engaged in a discussion of how to better inform the public about
the HCP/NCCP. Suggestions included preparing and distributing an educational
CD/DVD (including discussion of what a finalized HCP/NCCP looks like),
soliciting local newspapers to write an informative article, and hosting additional
informative sessions. The suggestion was made to host a booth at the Snow Goose
Festival in February.

Science Advisory Panel Guidance Report:
• The Science Advisory Panel Guidelines Report has been received, and is posted
to the website (buttehcp.org). This document offers independent advice to the
Committee and to the consultant team in terms of approach, and various facets of
the plan.
• Wayne Spencer, the Science Panel facilitator, offered a summary of the
Guidelines Report to the Stakeholder Committee via telephone.
• Question: can the Stakeholder Committee pose questions to the Science Advisors
Panel? Questions can be posed to the Science Advisory Panel through Chris
Devine.
• An Executive Summary of the Guidelines Report will be posted shortly.
Vernal Pool Mapping Update
• SAIC is in the midst of a review of GIC’s draft vernal pool GIS coverage. Once
the coverage is ready, SAIC will integrate this data into the existing land cover
type mapping dataset. Paul Cylinder outlined the categories of vernal pool
elements (e.g., vernal pool, vernal swale, hummock complex) used by the GIC for
the Stakeholder Committee.
• BCAG offered to host a mapping workshop of the vernal pool dataset. This will
serve as an opportunity for Stakeholder review of the new vernal pool GIS
coverage. Scheduling of the workshop will be discussed at the next Stakeholder
Committee meeting.
• The recommendation was made to show the Fish and Wildlife Service Recovery
Units and Critical Habitat as an overlay on the maps. SAIC will do this.
• The recommendation was made to bring large-scale maps of the rock outcrop/cliff
areas (used in the American peregrine falcon model) for Stakeholders to review.
SAIC will do this.
Species Habitat Models (New and Revised):
• Jim Estep (SAIC subcontractor/ Estep Consulting) presented each of the four
reptile and amphibian models, the valley elderberry longhorn beetle, and the two
remaining bird species (white tailed kite and the western burrowing owl) models.
Paul Cylinder/Letty Brown presented the 7 fish species models. The Committee
discussed each one individually, and offered feedback.

•
•

The Committee reviewed the seven revised bird species models and offered
feedback.
More models will be available for Committee review for the next Stakeholder
meeting in November.

Upcoming Workshops/Meetings:
• The next Stakeholder meeting will be held on Wednesday, November 7th, 11:00
am- 3:00 pm, at BCAG. Agenda items will include an overview of the approach
to Impact Assessment, as well as habitat models revisions and an update on the
vernal pool mapping.
• The subsequent Stakeholder Committee meeting will occur on December 5th.

